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World Hunger
Read Documents 1 to 4 then answer the questions which follow.
Document 1

World Hunger, original, 2005.

Document 2

Adapted from World Poverty by Philippe Rekacewicz, Le Monde
Diplomatique, May 2000.

Document 3

Adapted from Plant Biotechnology in Africa, Council for Biotechnology
Information, June 2004.

Document 4

Adapted from World hunger needs a simple solution rather than
hi-tech GM food by Andrew Simms, The Guardian, 4 August 2003.
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Part A: Short-answer questions.
In this section you will be given marks for:
•

identifying accurately, and comparing, the lines of reasoning and main points
from the documents

•

synthesising the key information in a way that is relevant to the purpose.

________________________________________________________________
1

Using information from Documents 1 and 4, identify four different causes of
world hunger.
5 marks

2

Using information from Document 3, identify three specific ways in which
agricultural productivity can be increased. To what extent would these solutions
answer the problems of hunger considered in Document 1?
6 marks

3

Explain the meaning of each chart in Document 2 in relation to food in Africa.
To what extent do they support the arguments about food production in
Document 3?
7 marks

4

Identify three reasons in Document 4 for rejecting the introduction of GM
foods as a solution to the problem of world hunger. Consider how far these
arguments contradict those expressed in favour of GM foods in Document 3.
7 marks
Part A Total 25 marks
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Part B: Extended-answer question.
In this section you will be given marks for:
•

using a format and style of writing that is appropriate to the purpose

•

organising the relevant information from all four documents clearly
and coherently

•

using your own words where appropriate

•

writing legibly using accurate spelling, punctuation and grammar.

________________________________________________________________
5

You have been asked to write an article for a political magazine for young
people discussing the problems of world hunger. In your own words, using
information from the documents, suggest what can be done to help defeat
world hunger.
In your article you should refer to:
•

the main reasons for world hunger

•

how world hunger has grown and developed

•

possible solutions to the problem and the issues that these
solutions raise.
25 marks

End of test
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